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1 . INTRODUCTION

Although natural ventilation has been utilised since antiquity to
provide fresh air and indoor air movement for thermal comfortr(vit.,tvirr",
nef.l), it was not unËil bhe 1950s thaE wind tunnels r,sere used to make
quantitative estimates of natural ventilation. Dick (Ref.2) used wind
Pressure distributions from wind tunnel studies in conjunction with dis-
charge coefficients to estimate natural ventilation through small wal1
vents and cracks around doors and windor¡s. SniEh (net.3) measured wind-
speeds through sindow openings in a modeL in a wind tunnel and expressed
them as windspe.ed coefficients referenced to a r¡indspeed outside Ehe
model. Both sÈudies incorporated limited full-scale correlation to verify
their method

Later Van Straaten (Ref.4) perforned sinilar studies to those of Dick
on windspeeds through large window openings in models of school classrooms.
Many of these early studies were performed in uniform flovi condítions with
no attempt to model boundary layer flow or control blockage efûects. Liuitr
ations of such studies are discussed by Aynsley (nef.5) while McKeoir (nef.
6) has stud'ied pressure changes due to high tunneL blockage. Data from
Ëhese early studies were used to forrnulate guidelines for design of naÈu¡-
ally ventilated houses (Claudill,Ref.7), classrooms (claù¿il1,Ref.8) and
factories (I,Ieston,Rêf.9). Little further development Eook place in tech-
niques for determining quantitat,ive estimates of natural ventilation until
Ëhe 1970s when rapid advances in boundary layer wind tunnel techniques and
full-scale studies of wind characteristics provided opportunities for more
detailed design data.

2.ADVANTAGES OF T^¡IND TI'NNBL MODELLING FOR ESÎIMATING NATURAL VENTILATION
OVER THE TRADITIONAL APPROACH.
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developments in boundary layer wind tunnel
together r,¡ith refinements in airflow criteria
in probabilistic forn (Vickery,Ref.11), a des-
Èhe traditíonal methods used in estimatíng
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By taking advantage of
techniques (Surry, nef.10),
and long t,ern climatic data
igner can vastly improve on
natural ventilation.

The traditional methods are described in mechanical engineering ref-
erence sources such as A.S.H.R.A.E. (nef.tZ) and I.H.V.E. (net.13) hand-
books. Typically they rely on a simple equaÈion such as:

Q = E.A.v (Equation 1)
where Q is Ehe airflow in cubic metres per second,

E is the efficiency of an opening, ranging from 0.25 to 0.60,
A is the free area of an opening in square metres,

and V is the mean external windspeed ín metres per second.

A range of correction factors are often applied for conditions which
are known t,o grossly effect the estimate. such an approach cannot
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effectively account for:
I.phyeical structure of wind at a particular site in terms of mean

windspeed profile or turbulence characteristics '

2.Influence on local wind due to nearby obstructions, topographic
features or vegeÈation.

3.Influence of architectural features euch as extended eavee, 8un-
acreen devices or wall projectíons on eirflow around a building.

4.Influence of eíze, proportion and location of openings in a

building on airflow PatÈern.

Ìfodel etudies in boundary layer wind tunnels provide a means of
investigaÈing all these influences for a particuler siEe and building
design.- ltost boundary layer ¡rind tunnel technigues have been_shonn to
Ue eitticiently accurate for most design Purposes (VickeryrRef'11, Dal-
gleish,Ref.14 ând Isyumov,Ref-15) and are continually being refined. Some

wind tunnel techniquãs for determining influences Euch as vegetetion on

Ioca1 winds (Wtrite,n"t.16) need further correlation of model and full-
scale st,udies to determine their order of accuracy '

3.STRATEGIES FOR TITILISING NATURAI VENÎILATION IN BUILDINGS

There are two strategies for utilising natural ventilation. One ass-
umes primary reliance on natural- ventilation with use of fans only during
perioãs of talm (AynsleyrRef.5). The other stretegy assumes reliance on

ã rnechanical ventiiatiorr-or air conditioning system, primarily, with the
possibility for natural ventilation by providing openable windows and '
doors in the event of systems breakdowns or interruptions to power suppl-
ies. This is being promoted by the governBents of singapore and Papua

New Guinea (nef.17-a;d 18). In this case natural ventilation.is : sub-

stitute for an on-site generator system. In either case Power faílures
do occur, standby generators can fail and winds can cease to blow.

Any rational system for assessing these strategies should involve the
determination of "atceptable risk" in terms of loss of acceptable indoor
environmental conditions. This amounts Èo estimating the probability of
the occurrence of an rrunacceptabfe event[ and the consequences of that
event. Obviously to make such an evaluation, long term climatic data on

temperature, humidity and wind is needed in probabilistic form so that an

estimate of the likeiy frequency and duratiôn of unacceptable environ-
mental condiÈions can be made.

ttunacceptable evenÈs" in terms of indoor environmental conditions
may be deteråined from thermal comfort criteria_(Civoni,R:f.19), temPer-

atlre or hunidity lirnits for storage or processing of goods, or operation
of equiprnenÈ, or fresh air requirements. for each indoor sPace.

ttConsequences of events't can be evaLuated in terms such as; loss of
thermal comfort, monetary cost, loss of production, ongoing viabilíty of
a business enterprise, ot ttt. need to relocate site of operaÈions'

4.CURRENT APPROACHES TO ESTIMATING NATURAL VENTILATION

In recent years studies of natural ventilation in buildings have

taken two distinct paths. One paÈh pursuing "infiltration" through snàll
cracks and openings associated r^¡ittr treat loss prcblems or build-up of
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indoor pollutants in cold climates. This paEh has concentrated on full-
scale measurements using pressurised buildings and tracer gas decay or
replenishment techniques, together with Èhe development of mathematieal
models for computing infiltration raÈes for typical building types. Res-
earch in this area is being co-ordinated by the Air Infiltration Centre,
Bracknell in GreaË Britain.

Natural ventilation studies of flow through larger openings for in-
door themal comfort in warm climates have Ëaken tqro paths. One approach
uses windspeed coefficients measured in boundary layer ¡,rind Ëunnets- in
conjunction wit,h Ëhermal comfort criteria and climaËic and wind frequency
daÈa.

The other approach makes use of existing published wind pressure
distribution and discharge coefficient data in conjunction with thermal
comfort criteria and climaÈic and wind frequency daÈa.

5.ESTIMATING NATURAL VENTILATION USING MEAN I^IINDSPEED COEFFICIENT METHODS.

A useful method of quantifying natural airflow inside b'uildings
suggested by the writer, A¡msley (nef.20) for the design of buildings in
hot hr:mid climates involves the use of windspeed coefficients. These
coefficients, c,, are Èhe ratio of the mean.windspeed, V' at à point of
interest indoorð, usually one metre above floor level, tð the mean wind-
speedrio, at a specified reference height, z, usually 10 m, upstream from
Èhe buililing in the airflow undisturbed by the building (Fig.l) so Ëhar:

C_v
1 (Equation 2)

I
z

Given the variation in individualts response associated r.rith thermal com-
fort criteria and the limited availability of detailed temperature, humid-
ity and windspeed data, a one hour meaning period for windspeed data seems
reasonable to the writer for thermal comfort estimates.

Figure 1:
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By adopting a comron reference windspeed in sirnílarly modelled winds,
ventil;tion-winãepeeds can be directly conpared from a range of differ-
ent builging nodels. I{hen wind frequency data for mean I0 metre wind-
speeds (V. ^i and wind directions near the building site are available for
a particutHr nontt¡ and time of the day, airspeed V' through the full-

""ã1" 
building can be estimated. Using the appropËiate mean windspeed

coefficient C- fronn a wind tunnel study, with the model orientated at
the corre"pooålog wind direction:

v ( fu11-scale) c-v (full-ecsle) (Equation 3)
I vl 10

Some mean windspeed coefficients determined from a simple nodel by

the writer for windspeeds I m above floor level and related to 10 rn ref-
erence windspeeds foi buildings subdivided by solid partitions (trig.2),
are indicated in Figure 3.
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tlindspeed coefficients in industrial buildings \ùere studied by

l{eston (nät.g) in rhe wind tunnel at the Couuronr,vealth Experimental Build-
ing Station in Australia during Ig54. Further wind Eunnel studies by Van

Stfaaten (nef.21) of school clássrooms provided additional windspeed'
coefficient data. More recent sources of windspeed coefficients for
housing come from studies by Givoni (Ref.22) and chand (net.z¡)'

These windspeed coefficients IÍere based-on low leve1 external ref-
erence windspeeds, and tests were conducÈed in uniform airstreams'r¿hich
makes estimation of actual prototype velocities from the meteorological
wind .dara difficult. Haniltot (nãi.Z+) showed the effect of velocity
frofile on wind Pressures on lot¡ buildings. The writerrs meÈhod stresses
the need for the reference windspeed to be measured in an appropriate
mean windspeed profile at a heigirt for which detailed long tern wind

data is available.

A similar technique,described by Vickery and Apperley (nef'ff) for
predicting the probable frequency of strong wind gusts near ground Leve1

in urban õe.rrin, was found Ëo have an accuracy in the order of plus or-

minus 1OZ. With careful modelling, similar accuracy should be possible in
estimates of indoor windsPeeds.

The windspeed coefficient approach is ideally suited to steady air-
flow through and around buildingä of complex.or unusual shape' A dis-
;;;g" "o.Ïfi"i"nÈ 

approach for suctr a buitdíng would require a detailed
r¡ind Èunnel study ot'r¡ina Pressure distributions at many locations over

the model surfaces. IE is much sinpler to ueasure windspeed coefficients
directly.

A typical natural ventilation study in this category was performed

by th.e *rit"r in the Department of ArchitecÈural Science's wind tunnel
at the University of Syáney. The building was a large single.storey
building designeá for ä location in the cent,ral Pacific (rig.+). llost
external wa1ls consisted of floor to ceilíng sl'iding screens and extensive
use llas made of quadranË-shaped ventilation hoods fixed at various locat-
ions on the roof. ttr. design also incorporated a number of courtyard
areas within rhe building tó which wall ãpenings were provided' windspeeds

inside this nodel at a nãigtrt equivalent Ëo I metre above floor and

externally aE a 10 metre rãf.r"r,"" height etere measured with a tDavimetert

thermocoult" typ" anemometer. OutpuÈ irom the anemometer \ras recorded

using "r, 
Í-y plotter on, paper calibrated Eo the anemometer resPonse'

The principal advantage of the windspeed coefficient approach is thaE

mean windspeed åstimates cãn be obtained ior tty position at which a small

anemometer can be located. A disadvantage is that larger, ruore detailed
models are necessary than are neces"..y io. wind preesure distribuÈion
sÈudies. Components which deflect the airstream' such as touvree or
tilting sashes, need to be rnodelled ¡siÈh extreme care due to their signifi-
cant influence on indoor airflor¡ patterns '

' The simplicity of the velocity coefficient method fot estimating air
velocities in builáir,g" is appealing; however Ehe time and exPense involved

in wind tunnel studies to determine-windspeed coefficiente restricts its
' applicatíon for many small buíldings. Moet studies on 10w cost buildinge

have been made in research Progr¿¡gmes at government research stations ef¡d

et universities.
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Figure 4: l{ind Tunnel Model used to Study the Effectiveness of Natural
Ventilation Scoops Incorporated in Roof Form.

The full-scale effects of insect screens or other wall components
with curved or rounded sections in the airflow cannot be assessed on wind
Èunnel building models. Even if insect screening could be reproduced
accurately at small scale, flow past rounded elements in insect screeníng,
for example, could be significantly different due to differences in
Reynolds numbers of the flow at full and model scale.

For these reasons, unless components installed in waIl openings are
composed of sharp-edged, flat surfaced shapes and can be accurately
modelled at small sca1e, openings in models should be kept clear. A

windspeed reduction facÈor, established from full:scale studies of wall
components, can then be applied to the flow through clear openings in
the urodel to allow for the effect of inserting components such as insecË
screens. Typical windspeed reductions due to insect screens are indicated
in Table 1.
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Screen l"faterial
Vlindspeed

through clear
opening

ot/ s

% ltindspeed
reduction with

s creen

7"

Bronze wire screen, 5.5 wires/cm,
porosity 80%

Plastic-coated fibreglass'
7 Ehreads/cm,
porosity 60%

2

4
6

2

4
6

26
t7
11

4L
34
19

Table 1: tlindspeed Reductions through Screens '

5.1 Estimatin Indoor Thermal Comfort from Natural Ventilation usi
Mean speed Coeff Lents

5.2 of AdvanÈ s and Disadvant sof the l"lean !,Iinds d

Coeff c tMe

Advantages:

By combining estimates of airflow through openings with the frequency

of occurr"r,". ".rã 
direction of winds, relative humidity, dry bulb temp-

erature and thermal comfort criÈeria by Macfarlane (nef'25), the writer
estimates the frequency of occurrence of r¿indspeeds sufficient to restore

Ehermal comfort io lrriiair,g". Estimates and indoor comfor¡ are generally

linited to 9 am and 3 po, t" these are the only times for which simulEa'^-

eous long ter* wirrã"p.åa, relative huruidity and 86 percentile dry bulb

air temperature daËa for each month "t. t.ãdily available in Australia
(net.26 and 27).

Determination of windsPeed nece

er.

1

2

Siurplicity of the method, onty reference and indoor mean wind-

spàeds at points of interest are measured'

I.findspeed coefficients can be obtained at any point inside a

model where an anemometer can be placed, in main airstream as

well as eddY zones.
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Disadvant.ages:

Designers need access to boundary layer wind tunnel test.
facilities.

.Need for exÈremely accurate modelling of openings where inclined
sashes or louvres are involved

6. !ùIND DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT METTIOD

The attraction of a discharge coefficient method is Ëhat the increas-
ing amount,s of pressure distribution data from boundary layer wind tunnel
studies for wind loading and discharge coefficients used in deeign of
ventilation ducts, offer a means of estimating natural venÈilation in a
design office withouË resorting to speciar wiãa tunnel studies.

Obviously using pressure coefficients or discharge coefficienÈ data
derived for ventilation ducts or wind loadings to improvise estimates in
another application ís not an ideal approach. However linited sources
of discharge coefficients derived from natural ventilation studies do
not account for smaller cont.raction of flow at entries of openings in
buildings when flow can divide around the building.
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I,IiÈh regard to Pressure distribuEions used in wind loading applica-
Eions they are usualiy derived from models without openings. Typical
differences between pi"""nte differences across models with and without
.pã"i"g" havé been.åasured, (Aynsley, Ref.28).. However if a particular
Urrifaiãg does not warrant Ëhe expense of a special wind tunnel study, t'he

approxiÃate methods such as discirarge coefficienÈ approach may be justi-
iiå¿ "a an improvemerit over tqaditional methods for estimating natural
ventilation such as Equation 1.

6.1 EsÈimaËion of Flow Openings us 1nq Discharee Coefficients

An equation (4) can be writt.en for the mean windspeed Vg through an

opening using appropriate discharge c

atd pt.t"ure coefficients for total w

lable.
,

m/s (Equatíon 4)

or in volumetric flow raËe Q Where A is the area of the openittg (t2)

= cdA 
[,.n, 

- cp2) o,')' '3/" 
(Equation 5)

These eguations for airflow Èhrough a single opening in a building due

to differences in wind pressure aie diffiãult to aPPly, as there is little
detailed data available on pressure due to r¡ind inside buildings, with
significant openings in winàward and leeward walls. To overcome this lack

of data, in cãses rhur. internal airflow follows a simple path through

a building without branching (nigure 6), it is convenient to combine the

discharge characteristics of eacñ opening in series and use the wind

pr""",rrã difference between the inlät and outlet openings on external
walls. Ttre condiEion of no branching in the airf lor¡ Path wi-thin the

Figure 6:
Typical [.lind Flow through
Building Openings in
Series indicating Terms

for Areas of OPeningsrA,
Local VJindsPeeds ,V, and

Pressure Coefficients Cp'

A1 A3

cpl cp4

building is not a major reslriction, as iE is a feature of most buildings
designeã Eo encourage natural airflow.
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For a number of openings ln serres:

4(cpr cP(r, * Ð) Y"2
a

3
Eì /stfr*forr.#.

(Equation 6)
The area of openings in windward walls should be reduced by a facÈor
equal to the cosine of the angle of r¡ind incidence in the case of
inclined wind incidence to windward openings.

Mean windspeeds through each of the openings is found by dividing the
common discharge rate Q, by each local opening area A.

6.2 EsÈimating Indoor Thermal Comfort from Natural Ventilation using
Discharee Coeff icienÈs

Volunetric discharge necessary for thermal comfort through each
opening can be calculated for each wind direcÈion. This discharge is
substituted into the discharge equation to determine the 10 m windspeed
necessary for comfort at each opening. The frequency of occurrence for
each 10 m windspeed interval exceeding that needed for comfort for a
particular wind direction are suruned. Repeating this process for each
wind direction and totalling all percent,ages of occurrence indicates
the total percentage of time when natural ventilation is likely to res-
tore thermal comforË near the openings under study. An example calcul-
ation is provided in Appendix 2 of this paper.

6.3 Sources of Discharee Coefficients for Estimatins Natural Ventilation.

Most discharge coefficients found in ÈexËs on fluid mechanics are
for single, square-edged, round openings in flat plates, or a range of
standard orifice designs used for flow measurement in pipes.

Full-scale studies by Dick (nef.Z) in 1950 esËablished that discharge
coefficienÈs of approximately 0.65 were appropriate for very small square
edged cracks and openings in houses. A.S.H.R.A.E. Guide (nef.tZ) contains
a wide range of both discharge coeffici.ents and dynamic loss coefficients
for rectangular ventil-ation ducts. Discharge coefficients for larger
windor¿ openings in series were determined by ÍJannenburg and Van Straaten
(net.4) in 1957 for estimating airflow for comfort in school classrooms.
These window openings occupied approximately I0Z of Èhe wall area.
Snyckers (net.29) extended the range of'discharge coefficients for a range
of rectangular openings in series up to 207" of waIl area. Airflow rates
through openings in series estimated using discharge coefficients from
Tables 2 ar'd 3 were found to be rrithin 15% of measured values in a series
of wind tunnel studies on a variety of opening geometries and sequences
in v¡hich openings did not exceed L07. oÍ. the wall area (Ayns1ey,Ref.5).
Cosine corrections were made to areas of windward openings in these stud-
ies for wind directions not normal Èo the ¡¿indward wall.
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Description of oPening

Typical range of
diScharge coefficients

for
norrnalincidence Jetcharacteristics

Small openings in thin walls 0'5G{'65
less than lÙY" of wall area
near the centre of the wall '

Openings lO-?O"/" near the 0'65-0'70
centre of a wall with asPect

ratio similar to the cross-
section ol the dorvnrvind sPace

Opcnings l}-2}iíof a wall 0'70-{)'80
with one eclge contrnon with
the dorvnrvind space such as

a doorway

Openiugs sinilar in size to the 0'80-0'90
cross-section of the downstream
space

Small inertia due to small mass

ol air in jet

Significant inertia due to
increased mass of air in jet

Wall effect reduces energY losses

on one side ofjet

Wall effect around the Perimeter
of the jet significantlY reduces

turbulent energY losses

Table 2: Typical Discharge Coefficients for Single Inler or Inter-
mediate OPenings in' Buildings '

Aol At Ca

Approaching
0.0
0.2
0.4
0'6
0,8
l'0

ao
0.63
0.ó4
0.67
0.71
0.81
1.00 Al

Table 3: Discharge coefficienEs for Outlet Openings'

6.4 Sourc es of Pressure Coef ficient Data for Es timatine NaEural VenEilation

There are t\,{o major sou(ces of Pressure distribution data for build-
ing forms, Èhose of chien, and those of Jensen and Franck. Models used

by"Chien (n"f.:O) in pressure distribution sÈudies were simple block forurs

,ith .ro.,. of the architectural feaEures conmon to many buildings. SEudies

by Jensen and Franck (Ref.31) included some models with projecting eaves.

Less detailed average Pressure coefficients for a range of building forms

are provided in winã fàaaing codes ( ef.32). SignificanÈ eaves project-
ions are a coÍtrnon sun contrãl feature on low buildings in warm hu¡nid

climates. Proportions of such archiEecEural features become very signifi-
canE on smaller buildings and a collunon practice of raising the building
off the ground ""., ".,r"ã appreciable changes in pressure distributions
(Bes:t, Ref .33) .

pressure distributions aÈ rnid-heighE of walls on recent housing forms

built in Australia's hoË hunid tropics are Provided in graphical forn by

Aynsley (nef.S) for a number of wind incidences to a long wall.
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Most pressure distributions on buildings are determined from wíndtunnel srudies of isolared models. I^Ihere a particurr, t;iiãirrg't""other buildings or obstructions nearby r""rrrãt" pressure distributionscan only be obtained by modelling such obstructiãns during itã-win¿Èunnel study. rn the case of groups of buirdings some st,udies nere per_formed by Aynsley (nef.2g) and-Ho1nes (nef.34i.'
6.5 Advant

Advantages

Disadvantages

2

and DisadvanÈ s of the Dis char Coefficient Method

I

2

Ability to make use of increaeing 6ource6 of wind pressuredistribution data from wind load research.
Approximate estimates of windspeeds through openings can be madewithout resorring to specific wind tunnel tãli" by usingexisting data for building with wal1 openings ress than 202of wall area.

lrlhen-building openings exceed, 2o"/" of wall area wind pressuredifferences vary significantly from buirding forms rrrithoutopenings.

Estimates of mean windspeed are restricted to rocations in jetsclose to wall openings, a significant aisa¿vaitage when themajority of occupied space iã located away fro, op"r,ings.

7. MODELS FOR NATURA], VENTILATION STUDIES

the writer's selection of a scale for a wind tunnel model for meas-ur:ing windspeed coefficients is governed by:
1 ' Maximum acceptable tunner bLockage usualry 27" of tunner cross-section for any single building.
2; The ability to be abl.e to reproduce suitable qrind characteristicsat that scale. For mean windspeed measurements inside build-ings a werl modelled mean 

-windspeed profile i, ai"-principalrequirement as rong as models aie starp-edged, frat surfacedbluff bodies
3. The ability to place the anemometer probe inside the moder atpoints of interest vrithout causing urore blockage than wouldbe caused by the equivalent of an adult personf This is affect-ed by Èhe size and types of probes availãble.

In the case of mean Pressure distributions studies on solid models,model scale is governed by the factors outlined in I and 2 above.

8.I{INDSPEED AI{D TVIND PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS

As indoor airflows are often turbulent and undergo frequent changesin direction it is best to use an anemometer probe with a response thatis not sensitive to flow di¡ection such as oisa's spherical firm probe orThermo sysÈems miniature cylindrical film proÈ". Alternatively a typical

1
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miniaÈure hot r¡ire probe'can be orienÈaÈed so as Èo ensure that the
principal changes in flow direction occur around the circumference of
the wire and noË its length. lùhere airflow studies are performed to
investigate thermal comfoit it should be remembered that thermal comfort
indices refer only to airspeed and noË direction so iË is not necessary
Ëo record flow direction. However flow visualisation using a short tuft
on the end of a wire probe is useful for aligning directionally sensit-
ive anemometer probes with the flow direction.

l,lhere wind pressure Èappings on surfaces of small solid models are
being measured using a multitube manometer data can be rapidly recorded.
for each wiud direction by phoÈographing the manometer. When data logg-
ing facilities are available, measurements are made wiËh a sùitable press-
ure transducer via a scanning valve

9.NEED FOR FURTIIER,MODEL AI.ID FIILL-SCALE CORRELATION STUDIES

I'ltrile the correlation studies of natural ventilation estimates from
wind tunnel models and full-scale measurements has been encouraging to
date (Dick, Ref.2, ar.d Snith, Ref.3) Lhere will need to be many more.
Techniques for nodelling vegeËaËion to reproduce full-scale flow charact-
erisËics need attention as well as províng the reliability of 10 m scaled
windspeed measurements in tunnels as a reference for calculating wind-
speed and pressure coefficients. !,Ihere the local 10 m recording anemo-
meter is too distanË to include in the ¡sind t-unnel modelra smaller scale
Ëerrain model can be used t,o determine direction and windspeed correct-
ions Ëo existing records needed for a substitute reference anemometer
locaÈion within Ëhe perimeËer of the model including the building under
test (HolmesrRef.35). Correlation studies r¿ill need to be studied in a
variety of terrain.' The time alone needed for full-scale measurements
as well as long te¡m access Ëo suitable test buildings prevents many
st,udies of this nature being undertaken.

10. NEED FOR PRELIMINARY I^IIND TT]NNEL STUDIES IN BUILDING DESIGN

As Ehe size, shape and relative locat,ion of a building to adjacent
buildings and obstructions are prime influences on the characteristics
of airflow around a building, it is essential that these influences be
studied in the early sËages of Ëhe design of a building. It is only
during these stages thaË fundamental changes that may be necessary can be
made without suffering a severe cost penalty.

By using small scale clear plastic models Ëogether with foam plastic
beads as a flow visualisation media, an experienced wind tunnel user can
easily locate areas with poor natural ventilation and suggests modificat-
ion for improvement. Such studies are inexpensive and can help Èhe
tunnel user select anemometer probe location points for later quantitat-
ive studies.

11. CONCLUSIONS

Use of boundary layer wind tunnel model studies Èo estimate natural
ventilation in buildings appears very promising, particularly windspeed
coefficient oethods. The mean windspeed coefficient approach to estim-
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aËing airflow Èhrough buildings for thermal comfort seems to offer a
number of aEtractions to architects and other building designers.

Firstly the freguent use of models by architects during the design
of buildings suggests that, if the scale was deEermined Eo as to meet
blockage criteria for an available wind tunnel, a simple series of tests
could provide veluable design data.

Secondly the increasing number of boundary layer wind tunnels at
universities and building research esÈablishmentsrsuitable for sÈudies
of building modelsrmeans they are available to many designers at reason-
able cost.

Thirdl-y, the method, when based on readily available meÈeorological
data, provides a simple rational basis for evaluating the relatíve per-
formance of alternative designs for lor¡-energy, naturally ventilated
buildings in oppressive hot humid climates.

Early correlation studies of model and full-scale daËa show close
agreement. However Èhe extreme complexity of wake flows from groups of
bluff bodies in a turbulent layer suggests many more such sÈudies will. be
needed before the reliabiliÈy and order of accuracy of current modelling
techniques can be confirmed.
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APPENDIX 1.

Example

Determine the likelihood of maintaining comforÈ by natural airflow
in the living area of a low set residence with extended eaves and end
walls (fie.Z) in Townsville at 3 pn during January.

Clirnatic Data

= 32.9oc3 pr, 86 percentile daily maximum dry
bulb ternperature for January

3 pm average relative hunidity
Airflow needed to restore comforÈ from

Figure 5

= 627"

= 0.83 n/s

Method : Using mean windspeed coefficient C- of 0.72 for the living
room indicated in tr'igure 3 for rird fror the Norttr, the windspeedrVr.
required at the reference height of 10 metres to ensure thernal
comfort in the living roon can be calculated by substituting 0.83 n/s for
the local indoor wíndspeed V*

îro(rot comfort) P from Equation 3

Mean i.Iindspeed Coef f icients

o.72
= 1.15 n/s

By sunming the frequency of occurrence of all windspeeds lC meÈres above
the ground, from Table 4, which exceed 1.15 n/s for winds from the North,
an estimate of the percentage of time winds from Ehe North would provide
Ehermal comfort in the living room, aË 3 pm during January in Townsville.

Directions trlindspeed intervats (metres per second)

Calms 0.5-1.5 2.0-3.0 3.6-5.0 5.7-8.2 8.7-10.8 Total(%)

v1
830

0.6
8.4

32.5
20.L
9.7
3.9
2.6
0.6
1.3
3.9

L6.2

0.6

1.9
1.3

3.2
12.3
7.8
3.9
1.9

9
3

7

2
6
9

1.
14.
11.

3.

2.6
4.5
0.6
o.u

0.6
1.3

NNE
NE

ENE
E
ESE
SE

SI^¡

N[ù

NNI{
N

0
1

0.60.6
0.6
2.6

1.3
1.9
8.4

0.6
o:u

1.3
3.9

Table 4 Percentage Distribution of 10 n I'linds at 3 pn at Townsville
during January.
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From Table 4 percentage occurrences of northerly winds for all wind-
epeed inÈervals exceeding 1.15 n/s are 3.9% fot 2.O to 3.0 n/s; 8.47. f.or
3.6 to 5.0 rn/s; 2.67[ for 5.7 to 8,2 mls and 0.67" for 8.7 to 10.8 rn/s,
gíving a total of 15 .5% of. time when northerly winds r¡ill restore comfort.
This process is repeated (taUte 5) for each wind direction until one
obÈains e totel percentage of time during which comfort is likely to be
maintained.

Dírection c-
v1

I0ur T to restore
comforr (0.83/cv)

n/s

Cumulative Percentage
of time winds exceed

/"

N

NNE

NE

ENE
E
ESE
SE

SSE
S

SSVT

SI,J

t'lSW

}I
I^INW

NI^l

NNI^T

o.72
0.90
0.95
0.85

negligible
0.85
0 .95
0 .90
o.72
0.70
0.52

negligible

I .15
0.92
0.87
0.98

0 .98
0 .87
o.92
I .15
1 .19
1.60

15 .5
7.8

3L.2
20.L

gligible
3.9
2.6

gligible
::

ne

ne

0.6
negligible

il

o.52
0.70

I .60
r .19

Table 5: Total Percentage of Time during which Comfort is likely to
be maintained for all tlind Directíons.

The actual percentage of time that thermal comfott can be maintained
wiLl be higher than the estimated 87.0 percent because all windspeeds
through the living area (wittr a 2 mls external reference windsPeed)
exceed by a significant amount the minímum internal windspeed for themal
comfort of 0.83 m/s. However the size of windspeed increments providecl
in Ëhe available wind data 0.5-1.5 and 2.0-3.0 n/s Prevent a more accur-
ate appraisal.

The remaining periods of time when thermal comfort cannot be achieved
by naturàl ventilation, Ëhat is less than 13 percent, shouLd be catered
for by the occasional use of ceiling fans.
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APPENDIX 2.

Example

Determination of Èhe extent to r¡hich natural ventilation is likely
Èo maintain comfort in Èhe living room of the isolated high'set house
(Fig.7) in Townsville at 3 pm duiing January using Ehe discharge equation'

North
Sliding doo clear

Figure 7:
Plan of lligh Set
Ilouse Showing
Living room l,Iall
Openings.

I^f

S

sliding qindows
ach 0 .5 m'

Cliuratic Data

3 pt, 86 percentile average maximum dry bulb ^^ ^o
temperature for JanuarY = 32'9-C

3 pm average relative humidity = 62 %

Assuming adequate insulation is provided in the building envelope and

windows and walls are shaded Ëo control radiation, Ehe minimum indoor
airflow needed to restore thermal comforÈ for the above temperature and

huuridity from Figure 5 is 0.83 rn/s.

!,Iindspeed frequency and directions for Townsville at 3 pm during
January ..L irr¿i"ated in Table 4. It would be reasonable to expect Ehis

data tó be respresenËative of most Townsville suburbs as there is no

significant chànge ín terrain over most of the suburban area.

Bui ldins Data

OrientaÈion and layout of isolated high set house are afr indicated
in Figure 7.

,È

A1

Living
4,2

Bedroom Bedroom

Bed K
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Openings in living room walls:

Sliding door north facing wa1I
2 sLíding windows south facing

wa11

Cross-section of living room

Dimeneione

2mxlm

I m x 0.5m
each

3mx4m

Clear area of
Opening

2.0 m2

1.0 2
m

12.0 n2

I,Iind incidence used 45o
Pressure coefficients aÈ loeations near openings from Aynsley (net.5):

[,Iindward +0.33
Leeward -0.38 .,

Free area of windward opening = 2 m'

Correction factor for 45o incídence = cosine^45o = 0.707
Corrected ftee area = 2 x Q^707 m¿

¿: I.4 m

Method

NE I'Iinds

Discharge coefficienÈ from Figure 7 for rsindward
opening wíth two edges co"ttnon with
downwind space

Free area of leeward openíngs

Discharge coeffí.cient for leeward openings
frorn Figure 8 with an Ao/Arratio of L/Lz:'t'
or 0.08

vlo =
AlCos 0 V

.72
m

=Q
=l

= 0.63

Discharge Q, to achieve thermal comfort at the wíndwqrd opening is
the product of the effective area of the opening (lrCos 0) and the mini-
mum windspeed for themal comfort 0.83 n/s, that isi

a =A1Cos0V1
=2x0.707x0.83
= I.Ll mJ /s

EquaÈíon 6 can be rearranged to sol-ve for the windspeed 10 m above ground
needed to achieve the above discharge rate and corresponding minimum
indoor windspeed for thermal comfort.

(c -c.P] 
P

1 +
cdL2LLz

1.17
( o.3o-( -o . 38

o.75 x 1.

u

= 2.63 mls

+ 0.63 xL
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Discharge Q to achieve thermal comforË at the leeward openings is
the prodtrct of the effecËive area of the opening and the minimum 1ocal
windspeed needed for thernal comfort.

A = ÃzYz

= 1 x 0.83

= o.g3 m3/s

Solving for the 10 n windspeed to achieve this discharge rate as before:

v
10 (0.¡o -(-0.38))

1 + I
O .752 x t.42 0.632x I

= 1.87 m/s

Clearly for winds from the North East the governing 10 n windspeed
requiremenË is 2.63 m/s for the windward opening, which fal-ls within the
2.0 - 3.0 n/s 10m windspeed intenral on the wind frequency table (figure
4).

Su"'ming the percentage occurrence of higher windspeed interval,s
3.6 - 5.0 m/s of, L4.3"Á and 5.7 - 8.2 mls ot L2.3% f.or the North EasË
direction gives a total of. 26.6% of time.
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22\
45
67\
6h
45
45
45
224

0

0.36
0.30
0.14

-0.07
-0.38
-0.16
0.0
0.16
0.55

0
-0.38
-0 .07
0.14
0.30
0

-0. 16
-0 .07
-0.L2

.8

.4

:'7

2L
2L
20
2
2

2
2L
2L
22

I
1

I
1

1

1

1

I
I

0. 38
0. 71
0.71

0.75
0.75
0.75
o.64
0.64
o.64
0. 75
0.75
o.75

0.63 5.7
0 .63 3.6
0.63 5.7
0 .70 t4.4
0.70 5 .7
0.70 11.3
0.63 5.7
0.63 5 .7
0 .63 3.6

TøIAL 49.8 %

3.2
26.6
7.8

0.6
11 .6

4
I
0

Table 6: Total Percentage of Time duríng which Comfort is Likely
to be Maintained for all Wind Directions.

I,Ihen all wind dírectíons are considered (table 6) comfort is likely
to be achieved near both windward and^leeward openings for Ehe 86
pereentile dry bulb tenperature of 33"C and relaÈive hunídíty of, 62%
for approxinately 5O7" of, the time at 3 pm during the month of January.


